Enhancement factor versus spacer layer thickness
The enhancement factor contour at the acceptor position for three stratified plasmonic layers (a-c) and the single metal film configuration (d), with plasmonic layer/metal film thickness and the excitation wavelength as variables.
The plasmonic layer/metal film thickness varies from 0 to 100 nm for stratified and single metal layer structures, and the donor and acceptor dipole distance to the nearest metal film is selected as 5 nm. The donor dipole is perpendicular with respect to the plasmonic layer surface. The thickness of metal nano-films ( ) and the spacer layer ( ) is as shown: (a) = , (b) = 2 and (c) = 0.5 for the three stratified samples. As can been seen the maximum enhancement factor is obtained in the stratified structure with the distribution of = .
Noted that regardless of the dielectri layer thickness, the enhancement factor is increased in stratified nanostructures compared to the single metal film configuration.
Supplementary Figure 3
Electric field distribution for an optimized metal film thickness Normalized nonradiative rate
The simulation of the normalized nonradiative decay rate (with respect to an intrinsic nonradiative decay rate)
for perpendicular (blue line) and parallel (red line) donor dipoles in single layer (dashed line) and stratified (solid line) nanostructures when (a) the metal thickness in the single layer structure is equal to the total metal thickness in stratified structure ( = 2 ′ ) and (b) the metal thickness in the single metal layer structure is equal to the plasmonic layer thickness in stratified structure ( = 2 ′ + ′ ). The plasmonic layer thickness varies from 0 to 100 nm and the donor dipole distance to the nearest metal surface ( ) is selected as 10 nm.
As can be seen, regardless of the comparison method of the plasmonic layer thickness in the single layer and the stratified structure, the donor dipole in stratified plasmonic configuration shows a higher nonradiative decay rate. Optical setups for photoluminous and time-resolved fluorescence measurements
The schematic illustration of PL intensity measurements setup (a) and time-resolved fluorescence system (b). In the PL measurement system, the samples are excited by 405 nm laser from a donor side and the resultant intensities are collected from the acceptor side. The UV filter in both systems is used to bypass collection of excitation source from the substrate.
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Topographic image
Measured surface profiling of silver film in single layer and stratified structures by atomic force microscopy that shows the acceptable flatness.
